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Abstract: Picture upgrade is utilized to improve the picture 

quality. Picture improvement should be possible utilizing spatial 

domain and frequency domain. In spatial domain, picture 

upgrade should be possible utilizing point tasks, veil activities, 

and sifting. In frequency domain, the info picture is changed 

over to frequency domain by utilizing diverse changes and 

handling will be done in frequency domain. Then the frequency 

domain image will be converted to spatial domain. In this paper, 

we have discussed various filtering techniques used to enhance 

the CT liver image.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Quality of picture can be improved by using different 

picture upgrade methods. In spatial domain, picture will be 

improved in unique picture domain as it were. In gray level 

transformation, each pixel of image is enhanced by using 

different transformation techniques. These gray level 

transformations are also called point processing techniques.  

There are various gray level transformations such as 

negative change, logarithmic change, control law change, 

differentiate extending, dim level cutting, and bit plane 

cutting. Histogram balance is additionally utilized for 

picture upgrade. Spatial separating activities have done to 

improve the nature of picture. 

II. RELATED WORK 

In this paper, different spatial filters are used to enhance 

the picture. 

2.1. Wiener channel:  

Wiener channel is utilized to re-establish the picture after 

debasement. It is additionally called least mean square 

channel or least mean square channel.   is estimated image 

Uncontrolled image f. Mean square error between them can 

be given as              . 

Where E {. } Is a general approximation of a dispute. It is 

accepted that clamor and pictures are unrelated: one or 

therapy has zero meaning; And that the dim level debit in 

the gauge is a direct potential of the levels in the picture. 

Given these conditions, evaluated picture in frequency 

domain is given by 
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Where H(u,v)= debasement work 

H*(u,v)=complex conjugate of H(u,v) 

| H(u,v)|2=H* (u,v) H(u,v) 

Sn(u,v)=|N(u,v)|2= control range of the commotion 

Sf(u,v)=|F(u,v)|2= control range of the misjudged picture 

 

The power range of the undegraded picture is infrequently 

known. A methodology utilized much of the time when 

these amounts are not known or can't be assessed then the 

articulation utilized is 

 
 

Where K is a predetermined steady. 

2.2 Gradient:  

Since the edges consist mainly of high frequencies, we 

can, in principle, separate the edges by applying a high pass 

frequency channel in the Fourier domain or by solving the 

diagram with a proper bit in the spatial domain. By this, the 

search is performed in the spatial domain, as it is 

computationally more economical and often gives better 

results. 'Since the edges are related to solid enlightenment 

inclination, we can facilitate them by applying the 

supporting material of the picture. We can see that the 

position of the edge can be evaluated along the boundary of 

the first subordinate or the zero-intersection of the second 

auxiliary. In this manner we need to discover a strategy for 

knowing the subordinate of a two-dimensional picture. For 

discrete one-dimensional potentials f (i), the principal 

auxiliary can be approximated by 

Picture Gradient: picture gradient is used to enhance the 

edges. The gradient of picture is given as follows 
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Gradient often is often expressed as 

 

2.3 Median filter: 

The window size of 3X3 or 5X5 will be considered. the 

window will be moved such that the center of the window 

should coincide with each and every pixel of the image. In 

this filtering technique, median of the pixels on the window 

will be consider, that value is used to replace the center of 

the window.  

2.4 The Entropy filter 

The entropy H (L) of the belief on L is defined as 

 

 
 

What's more, the arbitrary variable is the ratio of 

vulnerability to the result of L. High entropy, high robot 

vulnerability is more about where it is. Entropy channel 

Faith Bell (L) estimates the normal difference in entropy 

after a sensor fuses. 

III. EXPERIMENTAL OUTCOMES & RESULTS 

In this section, we have demonstrated outcomes by 

applying channels, for example, wiener filter, median 

channel, entropy channel and unsharp concealing 

technique.fig.1 is the first CT liver picture. Fig.2 is the 

output of wiener filter using window size of 3X3 and 5X5. 

 

 
Fig.1. Original CT liver image 

 

 
Fig.2. The output of wiener filtered image using mask 

of 3X3 and mask of 5X5. 

 

 
Fig.3. the output of median filter with different 

padding methods, and using mask of 3X3 
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Fig.4. the output of median filter with different 

padding methods, and using mask of 5X5 

 

 
Fig.5. the output using entropy filter 

 

 
Fig. 6. The output using unsharp masking 

 

 
Fig.7. Gradient along x-direction 

 
Fig.8. Gradient along y-direction 

IV. CONCLUSION 

From the above outcomes, it is seen that wiener channel 

and middle channels give better outcomes contrast with 

entropy channel. Gradient operation give variation of 

intensity values along x-direction as well as along y-

direction. 
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